
Chapter 246 

 

At the Public Security Bureau, the Director asks Xu Mei Qian to come to his office. 

 

Xu Mei Qian arrives at the director’s office. 

 

The Director asks, “You know about the Platinum Killer who killed that Platinum Killer yesterday in one 

defeat.” 

 

Xu Mei Qian nodded her head. 

 

The Director said, “That One Defeat Red Dust, was able to kill the Platinum Killer, so One Defeat Red 

Dust has surpassed him and I heard that he reached level 65.One Defeat Red Dust is so powerful, it’s 

obvious that you’re no match for him.” 

 

Xu Mei Qian didn’t say anything and nodded her head. 

 

The director said, “I’ve already made a report with my superiors, and they are taking this matter very 

seriously, and will be sending an expert down to temporarily act as the highest commanding captain of 

the Public Security Bureau, in the future, you will be responsible for assisting the highest captain in the 

matter of capturing One Defeat Red Dust.” 

 

“Ah.”Xu Mei Qian was shocked, not expecting the director to make a report to his superiors. 

 

 “Director, the higher-ups sent down, how strong?”Xu Mei Qian was busy asking. 

 

The director smiled, “I don’t know exactly how strong, but I think it’s at least no less than a level 70 

expert, so in the future, when that supreme captain comes, you should assist him properly.” 



 

“Oh, yes.” One second to remember to read the book 

 

“Don’t worry, your position hasn’t changed, it’s just that you apparently can’t handle the task of 

capturing One Defeat Red Dust anymore, so you had to ask your superiors for help, and within half a 

month, they’ll send experts down.” 

 

Omi was sitting in his class, cultivating his internal strength with his eyes closed. 

 

The Ghost Wheel Flash that Omi had performed last night had consumed a great deal of Omi’s internal 

strength; originally, this martial skill could only be initiated at least at the outer realm, but Omi had over-

exerted himself to initiate it. 

 

This martial art was called the Ghost Wheel Duel, and the Ghost Wheel Flash was just one of the moves. 

 

At that moment, Omi’s phone rang. 

 

“Uncle Liu.” 

 

The caller was Willow Chenming. 

 

“Omi, are you in class?” 

 

“No, Uncle Liu called me out of the blue, tell me what’s up.” 

 

“Omi, it’s like this, a few days ago, I posted an advertisement for a bodyguard and agreed to conduct an 

interview today, are you free, could you come over and help me interview and try to see which one is 

worth hiring.” 



 

“Of course no problem.”Omi immediately nodded, Omi was quite interested, instead of taking a boring 

class here, he would rather go and help Liu Chenming with the interview. 

 

Omi drove to Willow Chenming’s company. 

 

Outside of Liu Chenming’s office, five interviewees were waiting. 

 

Omi walked into Willow Chenming’s office. 

 

“Omi, you’re here so soon.” 

 

“Uncle Willow, the ones outside are all here to interview your bodyguard, right?” 

 

“Yes, five in total, here’s their information, you take a look.” 

 

“Just let them in.” 

 

Liu Chenming sent his secretary out to call them in, Omi looked at that female secretary of Liu 

Chenming’s, about 30 years old, quite elegant.Omi saw at once that the way Willow Chenming looked at 

that female secretary was not limited to the secretary. 

 

The company has been in the process of developing the new product for the past two years, and has 

been working on the new product for a long time. 

 

It’s not just a matter of time, it’s also a matter of time before you have a chance to get your hands on 

the right person,” he said. 



 

That bodyguard, Ah Tao, was originally disdainful of Omi, but after Omi put him down with one hand, he 

no longer dared to belittle Omi. 

 

It was also noon, and Liu Chen Ming invited Omi to have lunch at a nearby hotel and called Meng Wenqi, 

whose company was also nearby. 

 

Omi hadn’t seen Meng Wenqi for some days, and Meng Wenqi was wearing a women’s suit, very much 

a 

 

The style of a kind of female president, Omi for the first time to see her dressed like this, a different 

flavor, worthy of being the second most beautiful woman in Linjiang City. 

 

After lunch, Omi was preparing to return to school when Carlos’s call came, seemingly in a hurry. 

 

“Hey, Carlos.” 

 

“Omi, where have you been?Come back soon.” 

 

“Uh, what is it?”Omi was confused. 

 

“Just after school, everyone went to eat lunch, and I went to the cafeteria with Liang Ying and Liona.But 

when we came back from lunch, Liona found her drawer…” said Carlos, who couldn’t seem to bear to 

continue. 

 

“What was in Liona’s drawer?”Omi’s eyebrows furrowed. 

 

Only then did Carlos say, “In Liona’s drawer, there’s a piece of shit.” 



 

“What.”Omi was furious. 

 

“Who is it?” 

 

“I don’t know, no one even knows who did it,”Carlos said. 

 

Omi immediately rushed back to school, but someone intentionally put shit in Liona’s drawer. 

 

Omi returned to his class, where quite a few people were gathered. 

 

“Tzichen.”Everyone saw Omi coming and was busy looking at Omi. 

 

Omi walked over to Liona’s desk, and sure enough, there was a foul smell coming from the drawer. 

 

Liona looked at Omi in aggravation. 

 

“Who did this.”Omi shouted in anger, Omi was not afraid of others coming openly and honestly, he was 

afraid of this kind of villain making small moves. 

 

Liona said, “We came back like this after dinner, no one even knows who did it.” 

 

Everyone looked at Omi, not expecting that the number one genius expert, Omi, also had moments of 

helplessness. 

 

Right at this moment, Carlos roared. 



 

Everyone looked at Carlos and saw that Carlos’s hands were covered in shit. 

 

“What’s going on?”Omi asked. 

 

Carlos said in frustration, “Omi, I just opened your drawer… You’d better come over and look at it 

yourself.” 

 

Omi walked over to his desk and took a look into the drawer. 

 

Wow shit, Omi himself was shocked. 

 

If Liona’s drawer was a lump of shit, then Omi’s drawer was at least fifty lumps, a full drawer. 

 

Several students who came around to see it threw up on the spot. 

 

Liona’s face was pale. 

 

Omi’s nostrils were smoking, oh my god, he left the third period in the morning, and came back with a 

drawer full of shit. 

 

Omi even though he is the first master of Baiyun Middle School, but what is the use, people secretly do 

small moves, can not be prevented. 

 

“Omi, what should we do?”Carlos asked, causing him to get a lot on his hands. 

 

Omi was so furious that he flew out of the classroom and kicked his desk and flew downstairs. 



 

Xiang Yun Liu said, “How about calling the police.” 

 

Omi said, “No need to call the police, I will find out about this matter, don’t let me find out who it is.” 

 

At this time, Liao Jiayuan and Wu Shaojie came in from outside, Liao Jiayuan yelled, “Who just threw a 

table downstairs, come out, I promise not to kill him.” 

 

Everyone looked up and saw Liao Jiayuan and Wu Shaojie covered in shit and full of anger. 

 

Just now Liao Jiayuan and Wu Shaojie came back from dinner and passed by downstairs, and suddenly a 

table fell down on their heads, almost smashing them both to death. 

 

Liao Jiayuan and Wu Shaojie were innocently shot all over, and Liao Jiayuan immediately rushed up in 

anger. 

 

Omi saw Liao Jiayuan covered in shit and was stunned there too. 
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Liao Jia Yuan yelled in anger, “Who just threw the table?” 

 

No one in the class spoke. 

 

Omi said, “Liao Jia Yuan, what are you doing?” 

 



Liao Jia Yuan snorted at Omi, “Omi, this has nothing to do with you, I advise you not to mind your own 

business.”Liao Ga Yuan didn’t seem to know that it was Omi who kicked it down. 

 

Liao Jiayuan continued to roar, “Say, who just threw the table down?” 

 

Omi said, “Liao Jia Yuan, I threw it.” 

 

“What.”Liao Jiayuan never expected it to be Omi. 

 

“Omi, what do you mean?You’re bullying people too much.”Liao Jiayuan’s anger was extreme, however, 

he couldn’t beat Omi, and there was nothing he could do about Omi. 

 

Omi said: “Liao Jiayuan, cheap all over you, this matter is indeed my fault, but I am also not against you, 

just because at noon I do not know who, deliberately poured a bucket of shit in my drawer, I just kicked 

the table downstairs out of anger.I didn’t realize you just happened to be passing by down there, and if 

I’m to blame, I can only blame the bitch who made me.”Omi was a fair man, this incident was indeed his 

fault, Omi was brave enough to admit it, and didn’t act as if he was rude and deserved it just because 

the other party was Liao Gayuan. 

 

Liao Jiayuan was already helpless with Omi, now Omi also took the initiative to say that it was his fault, 

he can’t do anything about it, can only go down the steps, furiously walked away. 

 

Liao Jiayuan, who walked out of the classroom, fired a curse: “By him? Why is the unlucky one always 

me.” First URL m． .net 

 

Wu Shaojie said, “It seems like Omi didn’t mean to target us this time, he was also a victim, and I don’t 

know who it was, but when Omi went to eat, he poured a bucket of shit in his drawer, Omi was probably 

depressed too.” 

 



“I can’t do anything about Omi for now, I’ll find him later to settle the score, but that bastard who 

indirectly victimized me, I won’t let go.”Liao Jia Yuan said in anger. 

 

Omi threw away Liona’s table as well, and then sent a few of his colleagues to the school warehouse to 

move two new tables. 

 

Omi called Xiaomeng to see if Xiaomeng had a way to help him find the person who was tampering with 

him. 

 

Xiaomeng received a call from Omi and was quite helpless. 

 

“Brother Omi, I get up every day to help you with this and that, and you, when my fiancé won’t even 

do it.” 

 

Omi was speechless, this girl still remembered this. 

 

“Alright, don’t be so long-winded, I’ll hang up if I don’t help.” 

 

“Alright, alright, I’ll help you, can’t I?Wait for my message.” 

 

Hanging up the phone, the hacker little beauty immediately helped Omi invade Baiyun Middle School’s 

network, including every student’s cell phone, listening to their phone calls, as well as their qq, not 

believing that no traces could be found. 

 

At this moment, on the roof of the school building. 

 

Su Yuhao and his two sidekicks were smoking there. 

 



One of the followers said, “Su Shao, this time is considered to have let out a bad breath, in front of your 

father, you can finally raise your eyebrows for a time.” 

 

Su Yuhao snorted, “That stupid bird, Omi, really thinks he can be lawless just because he’s the number 

one expert, if so, then the other mad and evil youngsters, there’s still nothing to mix with.My father 

always told me not to be afraid of Omi, he is also a student, we are all students, there is no need to be 

afraid of him.I’ve never been able to work up the courage to do it, but this time I’ve finally worked up 

the courage to fuck him, even though it’s only in secret, this is just the beginning, I can definitely fuck 

him openly in the future.” 

 

The follower said, “Su Shao, your father is right, in terms of family background you completely spike Liu 

Chen Ming, why should you be afraid of Tang Zi 

 

Minister.” 

 

Su Yuhao stubbed out the cigarette in his hand and took out his phone and said, “Don’t talk yet, I’ll 

report back to my dad and let him know that his son got mad.” 

 

Su Yuhao immediately made a phone call out. 

 

“Hello, Dad.” 

 

“Woo Ho, what’s up?”Su Yuhao’s father asked in a less than enthusiastic tone, ever since that 

corporate summit, he was a little disappointed in his son.Because on the day of the corporate summit, 

he ran into Omi, who was very arrogant, and his son faced Omi like a wimp, when Omi teasingly asked 

his son if he wanted to meet up for a fight next week, and as a result, his son almost didn’t dare to go to 

school.At that time, he slapped Su Yuhao.We are all students of Baiyun High School, Omi is only a 

student, no matter how evil he is, his family background is not worse than his, why should he be so 

afraid of Omi. 

 

Su Yuhao laughed, “Dad, didn’t you always tell me to get wild in front of Omi?Dad, I’m wild today.” 



 

Su Yuhao’s father immediately said in surprise, “Really?How dare you fuck with Don Omi?” 

 

“Dad, you’re right, why should I be afraid of Omi, I’m also a campus fanatic, so I’m crazy.” 

 

Su Yuhao’s father chuckled, “That’s right, don’t be afraid, if anything goes wrong, you’ll have your family 

to back you up.Your grandfather doesn’t know any experts in Linjiang City, no matter what black and 

white will eat, you can get up wildly.” 

 

“Well, Dad, I will.” 

 

“This is the son of my Su family, so that’s it for now.” 

 

Su Yuhao finally received his father’s praise and was in a beautiful mood. 

 

Omi was sitting in the classroom when his phone rang, it was Xiaomeng calling. 

 

“Hey, Xiaomeng, did you find out anything about the traces?”Omi asked. 

 

Xiao Meng said, “I just listened to a phone call, maybe it has something to do with you, but the call 

didn’t say anything about toying with you, so I’m not sure, you’d better listen to that call yourself. 

 

Xiao Meng sent the recording of the conversation that Su Yuhao just had with his father to Omi. 

 

In the recording, Su Yuhao bravely says that he’s not afraid of Omi anymore and is already mad.And Su 

Yuhao’s father was very happy to hear, greatly appreciated, and instructed Su Yuhao, everyone is a 

student, do not be afraid of Omi, boldly in front of Omi crazy up, but also said his grandfather Su Yang, 

know many experts, black and white all eaten, Omi did not imagine so scary. 



 

This call, there is no indication whether it was Su Yuhao who played a trick on Omi, so Xiao Meng can’t 

judge. 

 

Omi listened to the conversation, his brow furrowed, and decided to go talk to Su Yuhao. 

 

Omi left the classroom and went straight to Su Yuhao’s class, but unfortunately, Su Yuhao wasn’t in his 

class. 

 

Omi asked his classmates to call Su Yuhao. 

 

At the moment on the roof, Su Yuhao was cheerfully talking to his sidekick when the phone rang. 

 

“Hello.” 

 

“Su Shao, Omi is here to see you, in class, he told you to hurry back.” 

 

Su Yuhao’s body trembled, at this time, his sidekick was busy saying, “Su Shao, don’t be afraid, Omi 

definitely doesn’t know if we did it, anyway, that incident at noon was dishonorable, we will never admit 

it.Get mad, Su Shao, don’t let your father down.” 

 

“Mm.” 

 

After Omi waited in Su Yuhao’s classroom for a moment, Su Yuhao and his two sidekicks swaggered in 

from outside the classroom, Su Yuhao still had a cigarette in his mouth, looking very arrogant. 
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Omi saw Su Yuhao’s appearance and was a bit confused, that time when we met at the corporate 

summit, Su Yuhao looked like a wimp in front of him, why did he look like a mad man today. 

 

“Omi, what are you looking for me for?”Su Yuhao asked with a cigarette in his mouth. 

 

Omi said, “Su Yuhao, I now seriously suspect that you tampered with my drawer at noon.” 

 

Su Yuhao huffed, “Omi, do you have any proof?If you have evidence, just start a fight, if you don’t have 

evidence, please fuck off.” 

 

“Yoho, Su Yuhao, not seen for a few days, getting arrogant, daring to say get lost in front of me.”Omi 

smiled curiously. 

 

Su Yuhao snorted, “Omi, you’re not a big shot, why should I be afraid of you, no matter how bullish you 

are, you’re just a student, if you have the guts to kill me, if you don’t have the guts to behave less in 

front of me.” 

 

“Hahaha, Su Yuhao, a scholar’s farewell is good, it seems your father told you to be a little crazy in 

front of me, you sure didn’t disappoint your father, you’re crazy.”Omi laughed, feeling quite speechless 

with this tease. 

 

“Anything else?”Su Yuhao asked. 

 

“Su Yuhao, was it you who did my drawers at noon or not?”Don Zimmer asked. 

 

“I don’t know.”Su Yuhao trailed off. 

 



Omi didn’t have proof that he did it, so Omi couldn’t hit him at the moment. Remember the website ． 

．net 

 

“Su Yuhao, you’re so crazy, are you interested in a date?”Omi asked. 

 

When Su Yuhao heard the word about, he subconsciously shuddered and grunted, not answering. 

 

“Su Yuhao, if I were to find out that you did that incident at noon, then you would be ready to run 

away.” 

 

Su Yuhao trembled inside, but still had a cigarette in his face looking like he was very mad. 

 

Omi left Su Yuhao’s class. 

 

As soon as Omi left, the students in Su Yuhao’s class immediately snapped and clapped. 

 

“Su, you’re a bull, you’re fearless in the face of the famous Omi.” 

 

The students in his class praised Su Yuhao’s courage, if it were anyone else they would have been scared 

to death long ago, after all, Omi was a character that no one dared to provoke in Baiyun Middle School. 

 

Returning to the class, Carlos asked, “Did Su Yuhao do it?” 

 

“I don’t know, he’s afraid to admit it.” 

 

“He’ll be honest if you just beat him up.” 



 

Omi shook his head, “What if it really isn’t him?I can’t just randomly hit someone because I’m strong, 

right.Of course, if it really is him, then don’t blame me for being rude.” 

 

Just at this moment, a bustle of voices came from below the school building. 

 

“What’s happening?”A student said. 

 

“I don’t know, I saw Liao Jia Yuan dragging Su Yuhao, I don’t know what kind of conflict they had.” 

 

Omi was stunned when he heard the class discussion, Omi had just gone to find Su Yuhao, how come all 

of a sudden Liao Ga Yuan was having a conflict with him. 

 

At this moment, in front of Su Yuhao’s class. 

 

Su Yuhao grabbed the window sill with both hands to prevent Liao Gayuan from dragging him away. 

 

“Liao Gayuan, what do you mean.”Su Yuhao yelled in anger. 

 

Liao Jia Yuan was filled with anger, he had heard from a student that Su Yuhao and his follower had 

brought up a bucket of shit at noon, and there was no doubt that Su Yu 

 

Howe did it. 

 

Liao Jia Yuan couldn’t do anything about Omi, his heart was very frustrated, but right now, since he 

knew it was Su Yuhao who did it, how could he not take out his anger on Su Yuhao, if it wasn’t for Su 

Yuhao making small moves on Omi, Omi wouldn’t have kicked the table downstairs. 



 

“Su Yuhao, go to the bathroom for me.”Liao Jia Yuan said furiously. 

 

Su Yuhao was also furious, he claimed that he hadn’t offended Liao Jia Yuan. 

 

“Liao Jia Yuan, don’t bully others too much, I have no grudge against you.”Su Yuhao yelled. 

 

Liao Jia Yuan dragged Su Yuhao to the toilet, what happened after that, I won’t go into detail here, I 

heard it was tragic. 

 

Like this this was none of Omi’s business, Omi didn’t bother to pay attention, this kind of school fight 

happened all the time. 

 

At this moment, in the back of the school, under a hidden waterfall, a certain ordinary looking student 

was swooshing and practicing his sword, his sword skills were extremely profound. 

 

After a few minutes, this student stopped practicing his sword, and another student beside him was 

busy handing over water and said, “Young master, drink some water.” 

 

The boy drank the water and asked, “, Young Master’s current sword skills, how many moves can Omi 

pass in my hands?” 

 

“Young Master, never.” 

 

“But, I really look like I’m going to blow up Omi ah, every time I see his arrogant and invincible face, I 

want to do it.” 

 



“Young Master, never, never, that Omi is the man of the hour at Baiyun High School, if you take care of 

him in three moves, you’ll immediately become a sensation on campus, we’re having a hard time hiding 

our identities in this city now, we mustn’t expose it ah.Young Master, what you need to do now is to 

secretly keep improving your strength, so that you can turn your back on your family in the 

future.There’s no need to fight with a small person like Omi, let him be mad if he wants to, no matter 

how mad an ant is, it’s still an ant ah.” 

 

That student said depressingly, “I really want to beat up that Omi, but unfortunately, I have to hide my 

strength, I have to keep a low profile, I want to pick up a school flower for fun, but I’m afraid of 

attracting attention by being too high-profile, what’s the point of this living, Nima.” 

 

“Young master, you have to be patient ah, the school flower is also a person of great attention, if you 

pick up the school flower, it will definitely attract the attention of the whole school.” 

 

That young master student yelled, “This can’t, and that can’t, I can’t stand it anymore, I want to pick up 

the school flower.” 

 

“Young master, be patient, wait a little longer, when the family side has stabilized, you can be open 

and honest and do whatever you want, no one will stop you if you want to be the number one expert at 

Baiyun High School.” 

 

“I hope that the family side will stabilize soon, when the family side stabilizes, the four school flowers 

of White Cloud High School, I’ll have to sleep until at least three, otherwise how can I live up to my 

patience for this period of time.” 

 

“Young Master, when that day comes, you can have four school flowers if you want, now you must 

endure again.” 

 

When school ended in the evening, Omi, Carlos and Liona walked out of the school together. 

 



They ran into Su Yuhao, only to see that Su Yuhao looked very bad, he had been dragged into the toilet 

by Liao Jia Yuan in the afternoon and carried out the inhumane punishment, he had just decided to go 

berserk, but he hadn’t gone berserk for half a day yet. 

 

At this moment, Su Yuhao and Omi met in front of the school. 

 

I don’t know why, Su Yuhao see Omi a burst of annoyance, he will be Liao Jiayuan in the afternoon to 

carry out inhumane acts, the cause was, Omi kicked the desk downstairs, the drawer of shit just 

happened to shoot all over the passing Liao Jiayuan.Liao Jiayuan didn’t dare to do anything to Omi, so he 

carried out the inhumane act on him. 
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So right now, when Su Yuhao saw Omi, fire kept rising, as if everything that Liao Jia Yuan did to him was 

all thanks to Omi. 

 

“Tang dumbass.”Su Yuhao, in his anger, directly shouted out Tang Dumbbi, he was probably also 

fainted by Liao Jia Yuan’s inhumane act, otherwise how would he dare to shout Tang Dumbbi in full view 

of everyone like that. 

 

“Uh.”Omi was stunned, somewhat unable to react, where did Su Yuhao get the nerve to call him Tang 

dumbbi. 

 

“Su Yuhao, you’re sick.”Omi said looking at Su Yuhao. 

 

Su Yuhao was so angry when he remembered the inhumane thing that happened in the toilet this 

afternoon, and at the moment, he was already overwhelmed by that anger. 

 

Su Yuhao gritted his teeth and said, “Omi, it’s all your doing.” 



 

Omi said, baffled, “The good things I did?What good have I done?Nima’s Su Yuhao, I haven’t even 

settled the score with you yet, but you’re somehow scolding me.” 

 

“Ahhhh.”Su Yuhao shouted. 

 

At this time, Omi suddenly covered his nose, feeling as if an unpleasant smell rushed out when Su Yuhao 

yelled, Omi covered his nose and took a few steps back, while saying, “Damn, bad breath.” 

 

Su Yuhao saw Omi cover his nose and say he had bad breath, his heart was even more on fire. 

 

“Omi, I’m not done with you.” One second to remember to read the book 

 

Liona came up and asked, “Omi, what’s wrong?Why does Su Yuhao keep saying he’s done with you, you 

don’t seem to have offended him lately?” 

 

Omi snorted, “Ghost knows, a psychopath, let’s go.” 

 

Omi’s three men walked straight away. 

 

Within a few steps, Su Yuhao roared, “Tang dumbass, I’m not done with you.” 

 

Omi originally didn’t bother with him, but, Su Yuhao had been a psychopath and was shouting that he 

wasn’t done with him.This pissed off Omi, he hadn’t even pressed Su Yuhao to ask if he did it, but Su 

Yuhao was good, he directly hated Omi. 

 

Omi turned around and walked towards Su Yuhao. 



 

Liona held Omi back and said, “Forget it.” 

 

Omi raged, “He provoked me three times, can you still forget it like this.” 

 

Omi walked in front of Su Yuhao and grunted, “Su Yuhao, I know your father wants you to act a little 

wild in front of me, I wasn’t bothering to get along with you, but Nima, you’ve provoked me repeatedly, 

do you really think I’m so easy to provoke?” 

 

The more Su Yuhao looked at Omi, the more upset he became, the bit of cowardice he had in his heart 

towards Omi was already gone. 

 

“Omi, in a word, I, Su Yuhao, am not finished with you, and Liao Jiayuan, both of you, wait for me.” 

 

Omi was baffled by what he heard, and then Omi remembered that Liao Jiayuan seemed to have 

brutally beaten Su Yuhao in the afternoon. 

 

“Did Su Yuhao think that it was me who ordered Liao Jia Yuan to beat him up?Is he sick, do I have such 

a good relationship with Liao Jia Yuan?” 

 

“Su Yuhao, I advise you to stop provoking me, or I’ll really beat you up, and the tampering with my 

drawer at noon, if I have to investigate and find out that you did it, you’re ready to be finished.” 

 

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Su Yuhao suddenly burst out laughing. 

 

“What are you laughing at?”Omi felt as if something was wrong with Su Yuhao, like a madman, he 

didn’t know what was stimulating him. 

 



Su Yuhao gritted his teeth and said, “Omi, there’s no need to investigate, it was me who did it.” 

 

“What? It was really you who did it.”Omi’s face went cold. 

 

“Yes, it was me who did it.” 

 

“Pah.”Omi slapped Su Yuhao’s face so hard that Su Yuhao’s face swelled up. 

 

Liona and Carlos busily ran up. 

 

Omi said, “Miss, that incident at noon was Su Yuhao’s doing.”After saying that, Omi grabbed Su Yuhao 

again and severely beat him up. 

 

Soon, the fight in front of the school caused a stir, and many students who were returning home from 

school watched. 

 

Not far away, Liao Jia Yuan and Wu Shao Jie saw it. 

 

Wu Shaojie smiled: “Jiayuan, Omi seems to have found out that it was Su Yuhao’s doing, and is beating 

Su Yuhao violently at the moment.This Su Yuhao, you just dragged him to the toilet to commit inhumane 

acts in the afternoon, and this evening he is being brutally beaten by Omi, hahaha.” 

 

Liao Jiayuan grunted: “You laugh fart ah, fuck, I was well walking there, for no reason was shot shit all 

over, you fucking still laugh out.Omi brutally beat up Su Yuhao None of my business, this was originally a 

matter between Su Yuhao and Omi, and we somehow ended up being one of the victims, he fuck, the 

more I think about it, the angrier I get.” 

 

Omi punched Su Yuhao so hard that he lay on the ground, bruised and swollen, unable to get up. 



 

Liona was afraid of beating the man to death and was busy going to persuade Omi to stop. 

 

Only then did Omi stop and scolded, “Su Yuhao, you grandson, next time you still dare to do that, be 

careful I’ll waste you.” 

 

Su Yuhao laughed furiously, “Omi, and Liao Jiayuan, wait for me.” 

 

Omi was stunned, why did it feel like Su Yuhao was even angrier than him, and he also dragged Liao Jia 

Yuan into it. 

 

Omi was dragged away by Liona. 

 

Carlos said in confusion, “Omi, why do I feel like Su Yuhao is even angrier than you ah?You’re the victim 

here. You’re the one who should be the most angry, right?How come Su Yuhao is even angrier than you, 

making it sound like he’s the victim.” 

 

Omi shook his head in puzzlement. 

 

That Liao Jiayuan was also furious when he heard Su Yuhao still shouting his name, he had become a 

victim for good reason, but Su Yuhao actually had the nerve to hate him. 

 

Omi drove all the way back home, Carlos also went to Liona’s house together, Omi continued to teach 

him some martial arts. 

 

Su Yuhao loses his mind and returns home. 

 

When Su Yuhao’s father saw Su Yuhao come back with a bruised face, he was shocked. 



 

“Yuhao, what’s wrong with you?Who beat you up like that?” 

 

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Su Yuhao let out a giggle. 

 

Su Yuhao’s father was busy covering his nose, “Yuhao, when did you get on fire, why do you have such 

bad breath, ask your grandfather to make you some herbal tea.” 

 

At this time, Su Yuhao’s grandfather, Su Yang, came out and humbly said, “With me, a famous doctor in 

the house, how can I be on fire.” 

 

Su Yang took a look at his grandson, his nose and face swollen, busy asking, “Who hit you?” 

 

Su Yuhao looked at his father with resentment, if his father hadn’t told him to be a little crazy, maybe 

there wouldn’t have been today’s incident. 

 

“Yuhao, what do you mean by looking at me like that?”Su Yuhao’s father saw his son looking at him 

with resentment, very fuming, he was already very angry to see his son beaten up like this, so useless, 

but he didn’t expect his son to come back and take it out on him, even more fuming. 

 

“Dad, it’s all you.” 

 

“Insolent, I’m your father, you yourself are so useless, you were bullied at school, and you still took it 

out on me, how did I give birth to such a useless son like you.” 
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Su Yuhao said to his grandfather, “Grandpa, don’t you want to know why my breath stinks?Well, then I’ll 

tell you.Dad repeatedly told me to be wild in front of Don Omi and not to be afraid of him, as we were 

all students.I listened to him and went wild in front of Omi, so I took a bucket of shit and dumped it in 

Omi’s drawer at noon while everyone was off to lunch.The first thing I noticed was that I was not aware 

of this, but I didn’t think that Omi kicked the table downstairs, just as Liao Jiayuan was passing by, and I 

was untouchable.Liao Jiayuan didn’t dare to do anything to Omi, so he investigated and found out that I 

did it.I was so angry, but I couldn’t do anything about Liao Ga Yuan, so I had to take it out on Omi, and I 

ended up being beaten up again by Omi now.” 

 

Su Yang trembled and pointed at his grandson’s mouth and said, “You mean, your breath stinks 

because… because…” 

 

“Hahaha, that’s right.”Su Yuhao laughed and suddenly, a fierce kiss on his dad’s mouth. 

 

“Ah.”Su Yuhao’s father was silly. 

 

“Pooh pooh.” 

 

“Hahaha, hahaha.”Su Yuhao continued to giggle loudly throughout the villa, while Su Yang, froze there, 

unmoving. 

 

As night fell, Carlos left Liona’s house and took the bus back, and Omi came to his room to take a 

shower. 

 

Liona in front of the computer in the room, on the look for a long time, and finally decided, open-ended, 

New Year’s Day gift, directly to send Omi ‘chocolate’. 

 

At this moment, Xu Mei Qian had just returned home from work and saw her sister Xu Yan dazed. 

 



“Yan, why are you dazed?By the way, how are things with Omi?When can we get a relationship 

going?You’re also seventeen years old, Omi’s martial arts talent is extremely high, if you fall in love with 

him, I’m very supportive of you.”Xu Mei Qian said, “Xu Mei Qian desperately wants to set up her sister 

with Omi, because Omi’s martial arts comprehension is very much appreciated by Xu Mei Qian. 

 

Xu Yan depressed, “Sister, can we stop talking about it.” First URL m. .net 

 

“What’s wrong?” 

 

“Omi and I, it’s impossible.” 

 

“With your posture and martial arts strength, is there a second person in the school more suitable for 

him?”Xu Mei Qian was right, the other four flowers of the school, only Samira could do martial arts, but 

Samira’s martial arts were not even good enough to reach the top ten genius experts. 

 

Xu Yan, on the other hand, is a talented genius, and her true beauty is as good as Xu Mei Qian’s, and she 

and Omi are definitely the best match for each other. 

 

This is the reason why Xu Mei Qian is so confident to set up her sister with Omi. 

 

Xu Mei Qian asked, “Yan, it’s not like you haven’t let Omi know your true face yet, right?” 

 

Xu Yan nodded her head. 

 

Xu Mei Qian was speechless, “Yan ah, didn’t I tell you?Show Omi your true face, or else, with your ugly 

human face, how would Omi fall in love with you?” 

 



Xu Yan said, “Sister, it’s not that I don’t show Omi my true face, but I’m worried that, having seen my 

true face, I’m worried that what he sees in me is not my person, but my appearance.I don’t want that, if 

Omi can fall in love with me now, I will then give him a surprise and let him see my true face, wouldn’t 

that be more romantic and a stronger relationship?Otherwise, the only thing he sees is my appearance.” 

 

Xu Mei Qian was speechless, but it seemed to make some sense, but the problem was that it was 

unlikely that Omi would fall in love with such an ugly one. 

 

Omi had just finished taking a shower and went downstairs when he received a strange phone call. 

 

“Hello, who is it?” 

 

“It’s me, Xu Mei Qian.”Xu Mei Qian’s voice came from the phone, Omi was stunned, how did Xu Mei 

Qian know his phone number and how did she call him, was it because of the evening 

 

Did you hit Su Yu-ho late? 

 

“Captain Xu, are you still off duty this late?There’s something that can’t wait until tomorrow.” 

 

Xu Mei Qian was speechless, “Don’t be nervous, I’m not looking for you because you’ve committed 

something, I have something I want to talk to you about, are you free right now, come out tonight and 

I’ll take you out to dinner and talk about something along the way.” 

 

Omi was at a loss for words, he and Xu Mei Qian, it seemed like they didn’t have such a good friendship. 

 

“Captain Xu, did I hear correctly, you’re inviting me to dinner?” 

 



Xu Mei Qian huffed, “I’m only taking you to dinner in passing, talking about things is the main thing, 

what?Not giving me that face?” 

 

After thinking about it, Omi couldn’t guess what Xu Mei Qian would want to talk to him about, so he 

agreed. 

 

Xu Mei Qian said that she would meet him at seven o’clock at the entrance of ‘Tang Chao World’. 

 

“Good.” 

 

Omi then said to Liu Chenming, “Uncle Liu, I have something to go out for a bit, so I won’t be eating at 

home tonight.That Captain Xu she said she’s inviting me to dinner, so I’m going out for a bit.” 

 

Willow Chenming was stunned, why would Xu Mei Qian be nice enough to invite Omi to dinner. 

 

Liona just happened to come downstairs and asked nervously, “Is it that Xu Mei Qian has a crush on 

you?” 

 

Liu Chenming looked at his daughter and said angrily, “Xiang’er, don’t talk nonsense, it would be bad if 

Captain Xu hears you, Captain Xu is the number one beauty in Linjiang City, I don’t know how many 

admirers there are, and Omi is just a high school student, how could she possibly look at… ah, sorry, 

Omi, I didn’t mean that, I…” 

 

Omi smiled, “It’s fine, Uncle Liu, what you said is the truth, Xu Mei Qian is the goddess of countless men, 

how could she be interested in me.” 

 

Liu Chenming smiled awkwardly. 

 

Omi drove to his destination, Tang Chao World. 



 

Tang Chao World was a food city with many delicacies, and Xu Mei Qian’s house was not far from here, 

so he chose to meet here. 

 

When Omi arrived at Tang Chao World, Xu Mei Qian was already waiting at the front door, Omi saw Xu 

Mei Qian again and couldn’t help but fantasize about that day, his heart suddenly throbbed 

inexplicably.The company has been in the process of developing the company’s newest product, which 

is a new product that will be introduced to the market.Omi forcibly suppressed the throbbing in his 

heart and walked up. 

 

“Captain Xu, I’ve kept you waiting.” 

 

“Alright, let’s go in.”Xu Mei Qian said with a nonchalant face. 

 

Xu Mei Qian sat down at a specialty shop in the food city and ordered a table. 

 

Omi asked, “Captain Xu, what do you want to talk to me about?” 

 

Xu Mei Qian said, “About my sister, but there’s no rush right now, let’s eat first and talk afterwards.” 

 

“Oh.” 

 

When Omi was eating, he always couldn’t help but take a few glances at Xu Mei Qian’s breasts, after all, 

he had seen them before and would always fantasize about them. 

 

Xu Mei Qian glared at Omi and said, “Can’t you show some respect, don’t keep aiming at me, are 

women’s breasts so easy to aim at?” 

 



Omi smiled awkwardly, “Sorry, Captain.” 

 

“Forget it, seeing as you’re still a student with the tail end of puberty, I’m not going to bother with you, 

next time don’t be so rude.”Xu Mei Qian didn’t know why, a little concerned about Omi’s boobs aimed 

at her, before she didn’t seem to care about people aiming at her, I don’t know why she always cared 

these past two days, moreover, when people aimed at her boobs, she would always think of One Defeat 

Red Dust. 

 

Is it because after being seen by One Defeat Red Dust that night, she started to become 

concerned?Don’t want to be watched by other men? 

 

Xu Mei Qian also couldn’t understand this change in her own mind. 


